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When Angela was working at an FE college in London, she was overwhelmed by the lack of women taking up 
opportunities to work in construction. Determined to address underrepresentation of women in the sector, currently 
less than 3% of the trades’ workforce is women, she set out to bridge the gap between the development of women as 
excellent trades people and the resources to accelerate their impact.

Angela secured initial funding to set up O-W-E CIC to train and support women who want to work in construction. Its 
original purpose was to offer young female learners from deprived areas access to opportunities in manual trades. 
Angela created a multi-faceted programme to engage and support learners, mostly those with a less than positive 
experience of education. The primary qualification is painting and decorating, with interior design as a specialism. 
The 10 week training programme includes work experience and a guaranteed work placement. It is designed to build 
confidence and empowerment to start a career and create tradeswomen ambassadors.

Much of this has been resourced through her own business Intodecor. She has subsequently gained funding from 
Big Lotto and several other charitable organisations. In January 2016 she opened the first training centre and has 
extended support to small local causes aimed at helping all young people, including men. Since inception O-W-E CIC 
has achieved a 100% success rate in helping young women to obtain their CSCS cards and passes on courses. One of the 
first learners Angela trained is now responsible for running Intodecor, enabling Angela to work full-time on developing 
the training business.

Angela’s experience over the last two years has been positive, but the journey to date has been tough. Three key points 
she raised from her experience are: Believe in your idea; Perseverance; and Learn to question (both yourself and others).

Sponsored by

Judges comments
Angela’s passion for the industry and 
her drive to develop more women 
in construction is palpable and her 
enthusiasm is refreshing! We are sure her 
venture will continue to grow offering 
more opportunities for work experience, 
long-term employment and budding 
entrepreneurs in business start-ups.

To contact Angela:
Angela Steele – 0749 654 7214 
angela.steele1@o-w-e.org.uk
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